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WARNING: 
Adult assembly required 
Contains potentially hazardous sharp points. 
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• fw\ INSTRUCTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE

l...!._j Please follow the instruction and keep far future reference.

WARNINGS! 
- For indoor/outdoor use. 
- Only far domestic use. 
- Supervise children playing at all times. 
- Maximum weight limit: up to SSlbs / 25Kg. 
- The toy must be assembled by adult. 
- THIS PRODUCT IS INTENDED FOR USE BY CHILDREN FOR AGES OVER 2 YEARS. 

FOR SAFETY PURPOSES: 
- Do not climb onto this toy. 
- Place the toy on a level surface at least 2 meters from any structure or obstruction such as a fence, garage, house, overhanging branches, laundry lines, or electrical wires. 
- Do not place on concrete, asphalt or any other hard surface. 
- Do not place near slopes, steps, water other hazards. 
- Do not let children play near access to roofs or other dangerous areas not considered adequate far this kind of toy. 
- The product could only to be falded or unfalded by adult. 
- Please remove all packaging materials befare giving the product to a child. 

MAINTENANCE: 
- Check the condition of the product befare giving to children. Dispose the product immediately when it is broke, missing parts and sharp edges. Replace as needed. 
- At the beginning of each play season and regularly: Check all parts far wear or other deterioration. Replace as needed. 
- Do not modify the product. 
- Clean using soapy water, rinse with clean water and dry with a soft cloth. 
- When not in use (i.e. during winter or bad weather) disassemble and store the product indoors. 
































